To meet GKN Aerospace Norway’
requirements Mandelli Sistemi has
equipped a SPARK 2100 with a
dividing system provided with

counter drill on the rotary table
to make a precise boring of the
flange holes

THANKS TO THE 5-AXIS MOVING COLUMN
HMC SPARK 2100 BY MANDELLI SISTEMI , CAPABLE
OF ENSURING EXCELLENT PERFORMANCES IN TERMS OF
DYNAMICS AND MRR ON TOUGH MATERIALS,
GKN AEROSPACE NORWAY CAN PRODUCE
HIGH PRECISION COMPONENTS
FOR AEROSPACE MOTORS.
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Beyond the limits

T

he aim is to overcome all the
limitations of the manufacturing
process to produce high quality/strict
tolerance mechanical components by
enhancing automation at its maximum
levels to get to a zero fault condition.
However, expertise, professionalism, passion
are needed to win this challenge and the
extremely performing Spark 2100 by
Mandelli Sistemi can support an industrial
reality like GKN Aerospace Norway in
making such an ambitious project come alive.
Technological partnership
Founded over 250 years ago as an ironwork
and named after the initials of its founders
Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds, the company
has grown over the years favouring two
centuries of industrial transformations to
become today a worldwide reference name
in mechanical industry with over 58.000
employees in about 30 countries, being
today a first rate supplier of relevant
multinational companies manufacturing
civil and military aircraft as well as
aerospace motors. Inside its factories
equipped to build rear turbine frames,
shafts, turbine cases, blades and vanes,
GKN Aerospace Norway numbers about
100 NC controlled large machining centers
which are indispensable to machine high
precision components made of aerospace
materials such as titanium, steel and
nickel-based high resistance alloys.
These machining operations are entirely
carried out at GKN factories, from milling
and turning to grinding and special
processes, through a workflow based on
the Lean Production consolidated principles,
forefront solutions and visual guidance
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Thanks to the solution developed
specifically for this project,
Spark 2100 can bore holes with
short tools but guaranteeing
tolerance values lower
than 12 micron

Spark 2100 blends high dynamics
with toughness thus ensuring
excellent performances in terms of
MRR even with 5-axis machining
on hard materials typical of
aerospace applications

technologies which are the foundations of
Industry 4.0 and the digitization of all the
aspects of the production flow.
«Among the equipment we use for
particularly delicate applications we have
two Mandelli Spark 1300 HMCs in FMS,
with a pallet shuttle housing up to 24 pallets,
that we have dedicated to the production

of rear turbine frame “segments”, one
Mandelli Spark 1600 equipped with a front
type transpallet with which we produce
turbine cases and the newly arrived
Mandelli Spark 2100, highly customized,
dedicated to the production of shafts –
GKN technicians say. The cooperation with
Mandelli Sistemi dates back to many
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Left : the rotary table features
a max swing of 2500 mm and
8 tons of weight
Right : SPARK 2100 tilting head
( with a max position range of
190° ) which can be configured
according to the customer’s
request

years ago when we were among the first
customers to buy the new Spark models;
since then, we have built an important
partnership that has taken us to appeal
to Mandelli whenever we need machines
that can make special components which
require strict tolerances».
Established in 1932, Mandelli Sistemi has
succeeded in gaining a leading position
on the market thanks to the quality and
reliability of its solutions as a result of the
experience gained in over 90 years of activity
in designing and manufacturing highly
technological machining centers and
industrial automation. Machines just like
Spark 2100, purchased about two years ago
by GKN Aerospace Norway that needed to
machine the shaft of the new aerospace
motor named LEAP (Leading Edge
Aviation Propulsion) belonging to the
CFM International consortium, equipped
with a flange on one side presenting high
accuracy holes. The initial attempt saw
the use of the horizontal lathes with milling
heads already present in the factory for
the making of these shafts but it proved
not to be able to guarantee the positioning
accuracy required by the project. «Due
to the long lasting relationship with
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Mandelli we decided to get in touch with
them and see if they could make an effort
and find a solution to solve our problem
despite the absence of such a product in
their range - say GKN Aerospace Norway
Management. Therefore a special accessory
for Spark 2100 was developed putting a
dividing table with counter drill on the rotary
table thus turning the HMC into a 6 axis one
capable of making a very precise boring on
these holes in the flange. This dividing
table is equipped with a double self-centering
hollow device through which the cylinder
part of the haft passes and is then clamped
with the flange extremity outside making
it possible to bore the holes with a short
tool yet granting tolerances lower than 12
micron».
Utmost precision
All the manufacturers of aircraft motor
parts, transmissions first, need to have
very high accuracy levels due to the fact
that the motor is made of several shafts
inside that rotate at different speeds
to generate the thrust: then the need is
for machining centers that can perform
highly difficult tasks while complying with
the strict tolerances required by the project.

Spark 2100 combines high dynamic
features, rapid feed rates up to 50 m/min,
robustness thanks to a weight over 60 tons
also useful for vibration damping, to ensure
excellent performances in terms of MRR
both on traditional materials such as cast
iron, steel and light alloys as well as 5 axis
machining operations on tough materials
typical of aerospace applications such as
titanium, nickel and cobalt-based alloys.
The Z axis base is divided into two parts
allowing for a high customization of the
part connected to the rotary table, with a
2100x1700x1800 mm working area and
a max swing on the rotary table equal to
2500 mm and 8 tons of weight.
The «tilting» head ( with a total range of
190°), can be configured according to the
customer’s request and is equipped with
a zero backlash double pre-loaded pinion
kinematic system which provides high
torque during machining thus zeroing the
reverse backlash with a the final result
of perfectly smooth surfaces in 5-axis
continuous machining.
Not to be underestimated is the fact
that, being Norway a country that has
always paid special attention to energy
saving, Spark 2100 has been equipped with
the Ice Water technology to use the river
waters, duly directed to heat exchangers, to
chill the HMC various parts and control the
machining fluid temperature.
In addition, as Mandelli Sistemi has long
been working on the digitization of the
production flow with the interconnection
of the HMCs for a thorough data collection,
GKN has benefited from this new
technology to update the already installed
HMCs to the Industry 4.0 norms.
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A detail of the head on one of the
Spark 1300 HMCs
The two HMCs Spark 1600
are dedicated to the machining
of rear turbine frame “ segments “

This update, made possible thanks to
the fact that the FMS SW is a Mandelli
property, has allowed GKN to have full access
to all the necessary info for a proper
management of the production flow.
Great satisfaction from GKN management
and technicians for the performances
and reliability of Spark 2100 which has
contributed to getting to the expected
results.
«One of the reasons why we keep choosing
Mandelli is their professionalism at all
levels, from the sales to the design and
service departments, always ready to take
a challenge and analyse the equipment
behaviour to let us reach important goals»,
say GKN technicians.
And, always talking about future
projects, GKN target is to turn standard
machine operators into system operators
with the responsibility of maintaining high
production volumes from different
machines at the same time.
This will require some important
investments in terms of automation and
data analysis as well as in terms of tough
and precise machines with a more and
more detailed monitoring of the safety
parameters
such
as
temperature,
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The two Spark 1300 HMCs are
in FMS configuration thanks to
a pallet shuttle housing up to 24
pallet tables

vibrations and strength in order to have a
detailed overview of the entire plant and
forecast the maintenance intervention in
advance.
With the ambitious “ zero faults “ final
target.
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